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	IRCDL is a yearly event for Italian researchersworking onDigital Libraries-related
	topics. This year the focus of IRCDL was on information access and interoperability.
	In fact Digital Library systems are starting to be mature, but it is time
	to give a more effective and personalized access to information to users and to
	improve interoperability among heterogeneous available systems. The Semantic
	Web is emerging as a set of tools and methods that can respond to many of the
	Digital Library requirements, and linked data, in particular, are likely to play a
	central role in interoperability.


	The IRCDL conferences were launched and initially sponsored by DELOS,
	an EU FP6 Network of Excellence on Digital Libraries together with the Department
	of Information Engineering of the University of Padua, Italy. Over
	the years IRCDL has become a self-sustainable event supported by the Italian
	Digital Library Research Community.


	The volume contains the revised accepted papers from among those presented
	at the 7th Italian Research Conference on Digital Libraries (IRCDL 2011), which
	was held in the Institute for Information Science and Technologies of the Italian
	National Research Council (ISTI-CNR), Pisa, Italy, during January 20–21, 2011.


	The aim of IRCDL is to bring together the Italian research community interested
	in the diversified methods and techniques that allow the building and
	operation of Digital Libraries. A national Program Committee was set up composed
	of 15 members, with representatives of the most active Italian research
	groups in Digital Libraries.
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Advanced Lighting and Materials with ShadersWordware Publishing, 2004
Programmable GPUs provide the processing horsepower necessary to render realistic graphics in real time, but this has put a new burden on graphics programmers. They now need to have an in-depth understanding of lights and surface propertiex before they can use the capablities of the GPU. 

       About the Author
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Windows 8 XAML Primer (Expert's Voice in Xaml)Apress, 2012

	Windows 8 XAML Primer is a fast-paced introduction to XAML for Windows 8 developers who are already proficient C# coders. It introduces you specifically to the world of XAML development for Windows 8 apps in a practical, hands-on way - so you'll be building apps from the very first pages.


	Building on your existing C#...
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Gas Chromatography and Mass SpectrometryAcademic Press, 1996
This guide provides, under one cover, a wealth of practical information designed to facilitate the effectiveness of the GC/MS user. Separation conditions for numerous compound types are provided along with derivatized and underivatized compounds. A section on how to interpret mass spectral data, an extensive correlation of ion masses and neutral...
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Know and Grow the Value of Your Business: An Owner's Guide to Retiring RichApress, 2013

	A woman looking to retire said to author and valuation expert Tim McDaniel, “I need to sell my business for $2.5 million to support my country club lifestyle.” The reality was that her business was worth $750,000. How could she have been so wrong? As McDaniel—a veteran of over 2,000 valuation engagements and dozens of...
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France For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007

	The French have mastered the art of living well. With this guide, you’ll master the art of vacationing well—seeing what you want to see, doing what you want to do, and enjoying every mile and every minute. In France, there are so many sights to see and so much fabulous food and wine to savor that you may have to pick and choose....
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High-Level Data FusionArtech House Publishers, 2008
Master cutting-edge Level 2 fusion techniques that help you develop powerful situation assessment services with eye-popping capabilities and performance with this trail-blazing resource. The book explores object and situation fusion processes with an appropriate handling of uncertainties, and applies cutting-edge artificial intelligence and...
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